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DID YOU KNOW?
HYDRO BAN Sheet Membrane is a waterproof
sheet membrane that is installed using a
substrate appropriate LATICRETE thin-set.
Available in rolls, tapes, corners and collars,
HYDRO BAN Sheet Membrane allows for a
quick, easy waterproof installation, which will
retain its integrity for the life of the installation.
Stocked in our warehouses now, call your
Kate-Lo representative for more information.

Review

Linen Glass adds a tailored
and textural shimmer to
feature walls
Vintage Wood captures the
essence of aged wooden
planks
The earthy essence of
natural stone is replicated
in Milieu
Inspired by the beauty of
stone slabs, Limestone is
subtle and sophisticated
Terra’s antique hexagon
pairs beautifully with
modern concrete finishes
Cornerstone reinterprets
natural stone with subtle
texture and color
Calacatta Vintage echoes
the look of classic marble
Designed & edited by Dawn Marie Peterson

Where contemporary meets antiquated, TimeOut perfectly blends the two
aesthetics. The aged look of barn wood meets a modern color palette of Ash,
Cream, Charcoal and White in a classic plank style of 6”x36”. Excellent in
both light commercial and residential
applications. Ash and Cream are stocked in
“Autumn is a second
our Plymouth warehouse. Charcoal and
spring when every leaf is a
White are special order from
Florim USA, 1 – 2 weeks.

- Albert Camus

Cornerstone by Ergon

Reinterpreted for a modern aesthetic, Terra features
Cool grey hues set a contemporary tone for this timeGrigio and Nero are stocked in 10”x 10” hexagons.
Coordinating decos are available special order from our
US Depot in full cartons per style. Deco styles include
Cubo, Cornice, Porzione, Rombo, Stella, Giglio,
Floreale, Coloniale, Astro, Cardinale and Fiore.

Terra by Marca Corona

CALACATTA
VINTAGE

Cornerstone
from around the world, based on a fresh vision of new digital
technologies. Distinctive forms and geological rarities
collected from the four corners of the planet create a stone
collection with a unique identity. Clean surfaces obtained
from quarry-hewn stone reveal details of astonishing variety.
With three color options including; Black, Grey and Multi,
this stunning line is stocked in our Plymouth warehouse in
12×24, 1×1 mosaics & 3×24 bullnose.

Calacatta Vintage is a beautiful, honed porcelain tile that replicates the look of classic marble. Calacatta
Marble is one of nature’s gemstones and features a pure white ground with delicate grey veins. This version
combines the beauty and durability that only a porcelain tile can provide. This stunning line is available in 3×12
& 12×24 fields, with coordinating pencil and listels. Also available special order, 1 – 2 weeks from Olympia, are
stunning 3D 24×24 Ambra decors that resemble gentle waves.

Vintage Wood by Florim USA

Capturing the essence of aged wooden planks, Vintage Wood is a porcelain floor tile that perfectly
exemplifies the warm and rustic nature of a hand scraped traditional hardwood floor.
Stocked in a 6”x36” plank in four contemporary tones including Cream, Dark, Grey and Honey.

Limestone by Ergon

Inspired by the monolithic and integral beauty of stone
slabs in the quarry, Limestone gives a new interpretation of the random movement, authentic splits and, the
visual and tactile impressions of worked natural stones.
This series is stocked in four colorways including;
Beige, Dark, Light and White in 12”x24” natural finish.

Milieu by Olympia

Milieu emanates the gorgeous beauty of natural stone in a
palette of four earthy essentials including; Dew, Fog, Mist
is a line that is value engineered for discerning projects that
demand beauty on a shoestring budget.
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701 Berkshire Lane N
Plymouth, MN 55441
Phone| 763.545.5455
SHOWROOM LOCATIONS
Plymouth Showroom
171 Cheshire Lane. N, Suite 100
Plymouth, MN 55441
Phone: 763.450.3636
Burnsville Showroom
3201 W. County Rd. 42, Suite 110
Burnsville, MN 55306
Phone: 952.890.4324
Roseville Showroom
1911 West County Road C
Roseville, MN 55113
Phone: 651.730.1975
Des Moines Showroom
4251 NW Urbandale Dr.
Urbandale, IA 50322
Phone: 515.270.4920
Omaha Showroom
13211 Chandler Rd., Suite 400
La Vista, NE 68138
Phone: 402.614.9010
Fargo Resource Center
300 North Pacific Avenue, Suite 106
Fargo, ND 58102

www.katelotile.com
...global inspirations...tile from around the world...

facebook.com/KateLoTileStone

twitter.com/KateLoTileStone

houzz.com/pro/katelotile

pinterest.com/KateLoTileStone

Plymouth warehouse.

Linen Glass by Olympia

Linen is a tailored, textural glass mosaic line that is available in four classic colors including; Ash,
Charcoal, Dark Grey and Super White. Perfect in spaces where a touch of sophisticated glamour

